
MES PTO Minutes for 10-9-17 

Principal’s Report 

 3rd grade testing on Oct. 24 and 25 

Treasurer’s Report 

 Balance: 7,600.02 

 T-shirt sales results 

 Box top check ($1,058.70)-check will be sent to school. 

 Marcos Pizza earnings ($89.93, winning teacher: O’hara)-Mandy will let teacher know  

Old Business 

 Book Fair (volunteer sign in, profit, what does school keep, how is the money used?- 

Book fair went well and we had plenty of volunteers.  Great turn out.  Volunteer sign in 

went well. The profit of the book fair depends on how Nancy breaks up scholastic 

dollars.  She gives $$ to teachers and typically purchases the books that were left on 

their wish lists. Book fair typically makes the same amount of $$ (with Muffins event or 

without) Nancy loves the opportunity for parents to come to the building for an event. 

 

 Muffins with Mom (should we try to do it cheaper?)- We will continue to brainstorm 

ways to keep costs down but at this point, it seems there may not be many 

options..(Possibly do away with drinks?)  Amie will call Daisy to get invoice emailed. 

 

New Business 

 Dance 

-DJ: Amie working with DJ. Cost will be $100.00 for the entire evening.  They would like 

to set up an hour before the dance.  They may contact Nancy before to view the space. 

-Cookies and Water: will be set up in the cafeteria 

-Kroger donation: (napkins, bottled water)-Amie will pick up donations and deliver to 

the school on November 3. 

-Kona Ice: (positioning cart at the end of the hallway or possibly in the cafeteria 

depending on space.  The cost will be $3, $4 and $5.  We will get 25% of the proceeds. 

-dance form (are we passing out tickets or just having a check in list?)- Mandy created a 

form and will work with the office staff to get colored paper for the copies.  We have 

decided not to pass out tickets and to just mark names off a list. 



-plan for counting money- Kevin and Brandy are going to Mandy’s house on 10-20 to 

count money. 

- cookie donations- Once we get a good idea on how many people will be attending, 

Mandy will reach out to people willing to donate cookies and water and confirm their 

donations. 

-decorations and photo booth: Brandy will put together a photo area using …beach 

scene with light up palm trees, beach chairs etc… We will also have rainbow colored 

plastic table cloths on tables in cafeteria. 

Leis- we would like to have leis to pass out as children enter dance. 200 leis on Oriental 

Trading for $30.  Possibly have older children pass out leis???? 

-set up time:? 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 


